“Persistence of Diabetes” – Why Has Research into Type 1 Diabetes not Made Significant Advances?
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Introduction

Diabetes mellitus (DM) constitutes a heterogeneous group of diseases. The two major forms of the disorder can be classified according to insulin dependence, or independence. Insulin-dependent DM, also known as type 1 (T1DM), is a chronic condition manifested by the lack of functional pancreatic islet β-cells which results in failure to produce natural insulin within the body. Without the control mechanism provided by insulin, the body’s blood glucose level cannot be maintained within a physiologically acceptable range. Insulin-independent DM, or type 2 DM (T2DM), is also a chronic condition. It is caused either by insufficient production of insulin by the pancreatic islets, or by the failure of body tissues to process the hormone.

T1DM is the more acute form of the condition and affects approximately 10.0% of all diabetic cases worldwide. As noted above, it is manifested by the lack of insulin-secreting β-cells as a result of their destruction by diabetogenic T cells. T2DM is different in origin, but is also strongly associated with obesity. Despite the different causes of the two forms of diabetes, the outcome is largely the same in both, namely the emergence of hyperglycemia and the potential to cause metabolic disturbances which damage other body systems including nerves and blood vessels.

According to the World Health Organization, the total number of people with T1DM and T2DM was estimated at approximately 30 million in 1985. By 2000, diabetes had increased to an estimated 171 million affected persons [1, 2]. This dramatic increase clearly shows that, in the absence of an effective cure, diabetes is a major uncontrolled and increasing health problem with many of the affected patients continuing to suffer from its complications and an increased risk of premature death. The condition is an enormous burden for patients and economies across the world. DM impairs the quality of life and shortens life expectancy. As much as 15.0% of the total health care cost in industrialized countries is needed to manage diabetes and to minimize the development of its complications. Despite centuries of seeking an ultimate cure rather than a lifelong treatment that just mitigates the symptoms, no such cure is yet available. So, what are the reasons for the failure of research into diabetes, and what actually needs to be found for a curative therapy? These questions must be addressed if we are to make real progress and set the future direction of diabetes research. This article seeks to revisit the reasons for past failures and to identify future challenges.
on the avenue of research towards a cure of T1DM, the more acute form of the disease.

**Treatment regimens tested in human subjects with T1DM**

T2DM and T1DM are treated differently. In the former case, patients are first recommended to commit themselves to changing their lifestyles by adjusting their diet according to nutritional guidelines and doing more exercise. In the majority of cases, these adjustments are not sufficient to control blood glucose levels and patients are put on insulin therapy and glucose-lowering agents (metformin, sulphonylureas). In the case of T1DM the other hand, the only effective treatment today for T1DM is insulin therapy. This therapy has been available since the discovery made by Banting and Best that insulin extracted from animal pancreatic islets is effective in normalizing blood glucose levels in diabetes [3]. Despite the advancement of this therapy by the development of less reactogenic and immunogenic recombinant human insulin and its analogues, insulin therapy is unable to reverse T1DM. A cure for the disease requires the restoration of functional pancreatic β-cells for the secretion of insulin and the abrogation of autoimmunity. Approaches designed to replace the diseased pancreas and damaged islet β-cells have involved allogeic pancreatic transplantation and the more recently described islet transplantation. Although much improvement has been made in islet transplantation, as described by Shapiro and colleagues [4], the modified immunosuppressive therapy needed to retain the donor tissues still proves to be toxic for patients. Also, the lack of reproducibility of new stem cell differentiation protocols, together with the limited supply of functional islets, has shown islet transplantation to be an infeasible approach towards a general cure of T1DM.

Following closer observations, the pathogenesis of T1DM has been identified as a T cell-mediated autoimmune disease characterized by the infiltration of autoreactive T cells into the pancreatic islets [5, 6]. Various immunotherapeutic regimes have since been developed to target autoreactive T cells in attempts to prevent or reverse T1DM. Unfortunately, the first line of effort, which is devoted to inhibiting their activity through the use of immunosuppressive drugs and/or anti-lymphocyte antiserum, has met with unacceptable toxicity from these reagents. Clearly, this outweighs their clinical benefits. Further evidence has revealed that circulatory T cells, reactive against islet antigens, are present in diabetic subjects. The next wave of strategies tested to halt T1DM progression involved antigen-specific immunotherapy to tolerate and modify the activity of these autoreactive T cells. However, despite encouraging findings from a pilot study that insulin-reactive T cells can be made tolerant via insulin administration [7], the results could not be confirmed in the large clinical Diabetes Prevention Trial-1 (DPT-1) [8]. Whatever the full interpretation of the DPT-1 results may be, they would be associated with the use of whole insulin as an effective tolerogen.

Alternatively, and perhaps additionally, tolerizing insulin-specific autoreactive T cells could be insufficient to prevent T1DM. Immunotherapies with other forms of islet antigens are ongoing at the present time. Promising results have been gathered from small trials involving the use of an insulin epitope (B9-23) analog [9], recombinant GAD65 protein formed in alum [10], and a modified heat shock protein (HSP) epitope-containing peptide (Diapep277) [11]. However, in recent clinical trials with Diapep277, this reagent did not show promising results in relation to efficacy, as it does not significantly lower HbA1c or daily insulin requirements [12, 13]. Besides antigen-specific immunotherapy, the prevention of T1DM has also been tested via administration of an appropriate dose of a deimmunized form of a monoclonal antibody against CD3 of the human T cell receptor complex. While improvement in insulin secretion has been reported for some patients with TIDM in a small number of diabetics tested [14, 15], the effectiveness of anti-CD3 therapy requires it to be approved for a large trial [16]. The overall safety and efficacy of these immunotherapeutic trials are not yet fully known. Data from large clinical trials are needed for more complete evaluation. At present, it appears that only a combination of low-dose anti-CD3 together with antigen-driven tolerization could be sufficiently effective and safe.

**Novel immunotherapeutic developments in the preclinical stage**

Over recent years, other means of manipulating diabetogenic T cells and regulatory T cells in the immune system have also been studied. It was found that CD4+ cells from human T1DM patients secrete reduced Th2 cytokine patterns (IL-4 and IL-10) compared to non-diabetics [17]. Attempts to normalize IL-4 and IL-10 levels as preventative treatment for T1DM have been tested in NOD mice and BB rats. The delivery of these cytokines through expression vectors [18, 19] or biodegradable carriers [20] as well as dendritic cells [21] has proved promising, but clinical trials are still outstanding.
Another finding was that NOD mice have a reduced number of natural killer T (NKT) cells in their organs and this has been associated with a higher risk of developing autoimmune diabetes [22]. It has been suggested that a protective mechanism may involve stimulated NKT cells secreting enhanced level of IL-4 which shifts the Th1 phenotype of autoreactive T cells towards their non-diabetogenic Th2 phenotype [23]. There have been attempts to protect diabetic mice from disease onset by the stimulation of lymphocytes through the administration of α-galactosylceramide, an artificial ligand recognized by the CD1 receptor of NKT cells [24, 25]. Despite promising findings with this treatment, there are two unresolved issues that have challenged the application of NKT cell therapy for intervention in T1DM. The first is whether all diabetics have abnormalities in NKT cell numbers and/or functions [26, 27]. The second relates to the high toxicity of α-galactosylceramide reported in mouse studies [28, 29]. Therefore, the potential of NKT cell therapy in T1DM is questionable and further studies are needed to evaluate its safety.

What is needed to cure T1DM?

The tested treatment categories are based on antigen-specific as well as non-specific tolerization mechanisms to control autoreactive T cells. Given the current understanding that T1DM is a complex disease associated with both environmental and genetic factors [30, 31], current attempts to prevent or cure the disease do not include these factors as part of the treatment. Considering that T1DM involves the T cell-mediated destruction of pancreatic β-cells, it seems reasonable that the prevention and remission of the disease must rely on processes which render β-cells functional again. This would need to be accompanied by simultaneous action to halt the ongoing autoimmune process, so that the restored functional β-cells are protected from recurring T cell attacks.

Autoimmunity is attributed to abnormal negative selection of islet antigen-specific T cells in the thymus and the failure to silence these autoreactive lymphocytes in the periphery. In central tolerance, normal thymic expression of islet cell antigens is implicated in inducing apoptotic death of T cells reactive to islet antigens [32-34]. Decreased thymic islet antigen expression has been suggested to contribute to the emergence of autoreactive T cells that escape negative selection in central tolerance [32, 33]. Recently, the expression of self-antigens in thymic medullary epithelial cells has been shown to be regulated by the autoimmune regulator (Aire) gene [35]. These new findings may open up options for controlling islet antigen expression in the thymus. However, as thymic functions are rolled back in adults because of the increasing importance of peripheral immunity, it remains questionable whether approaches that regulate thymic immunity are sufficient and appropriate for a successful intervention in T1DM. Given that procedures to restore the islet antigen level in the thymus are not yet available, immunotherapy to maintain peripheral tolerance appears to be the only option for halting the ongoing immune process causing T1DM. At present, there are no integrated immunotherapeutic approaches to curing the disease. Testing new reagents may yield new insight into the pathological mechanisms and this in turn may lead us to a more refined strategy in the future.
Despite the fact that pancreatic regeneration is known in mammals [36, 37], it remains questionable whether the pancreas can regenerate itself in diabetics. Recently, there has been success in the isolation and characterization of murine pancreatic progenitor cells to induce them to differentiate into mature insulin-secreting islet β-cells [38]. But it is important to confirm that there are human counterparts to these cells and to establish that they are also present in the diseased pancreas. Subsequent understanding of the pathways in the development of these progenitors into functional β-cells, and the development of reagents to induce their differentiation in vivo will be necessary to apply this aspect of the technology as a part of the treatment for T1DM.

Even though integrated and curative therapies are not available today, continuing research in the field of immune tolerance in combination with regenerative strategies is paving the way for novel treatment regimens to cure T1DM. This trend of novel treatment strategies is set to continue in the quest to end the disease. Regrettably, at the moment, no-one can propose a timescale for how long this might take. SBDR members are playing a key part in this by taking a lead, sharing new knowledge and giving more focus to research into diabetes. The spirit of cooperation represents a commitment to move research forward to an eventual cure, rather than settle for palliative treatments. The cover design for this quarter’s publication portrays the sense of passing time and frustrations that we all may feel when progress does not seem to be quick enough. Nevertheless, we strongly believe that we can achieve a better future, and that the cover image may yet remain a surreal one (Figure 1).
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